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Abstract.  This paper explores the need for a collaborative editing tool to allow information 

security and human factors experts to capture their interrelated knowledge in a dedicated ontology. 

Population of such an ontology would enable organisations to make more well informed security 

policy decisions. Currently ontology development is facilitated by generic ontology editing tools 

which accommodate ontology experts, and not those individuals whose knowledge requires capture. 

Furthermore this process is time consuming, error prone and requires appropriate technical skills. 

We propose a graphical editing tool for an information security ontology which simplifies the 

current knowledge capture process. This tool allows information security and human factors 

experts to develop ontology content while removing the need for expertise in ontology construction 

and technologies. The tool is intuitive, requires no ontology configuration and provides 

mechanisms to guide users, thereby reducing the potential for errors. Once deployed our tool will 

allow domain experts to develop and extend the ontology, and organisations to tailor the ontology 

to their own requirements. 
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[1] Introduction 

To characterise an organisation’s security requirements it is essential to consider not only 

external security guidelines and standards (e.g. ISO27001 [21]), but also their impact upon people and 

processes within the organisation. Knowledge of these human-behavioural factors and information 

security controls can be aligned in the form of an ontology. Creating an information security ontology 

of this kind allows Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) to make more informed decisions on 

organisation security policy taking into account the associated human-behavioural implications. An 

information security ontology also allows Human Factors Researchers (HFRs) to relate knowledge of 

human-behaviour factors in information security to an IT security management setting.  

Here we assume it is primarily CISOs and HFRs who create and/or modify an information 

security ontology, and subsequently tailor it to a specific organisation. Currently ontology development 

is typically achieved through the use of graphical tools, such as GrOWL [4], or by manually inputting 

content via editing tools, e.g. Protégé [6]. This process is time consuming, error prone and requires 

expertise in such tools and of ontology languages.  

There are a host of generalised ontology editing tools available which are aimed at those with 

the experience of creating ontologies. However there are instances where those in possession of the 

knowledge that must be encoded in an ontology are unable to familiarise themselves with ontology 

editing tools. This may be because they do not have the appropriate technical skills, or the time or 

inclination to understand ontology technologies.  

In the case of an information security ontology, CISOs and HFRs have knowledge that would 

prove extremely useful if it were to be encoded in an ontology. However it cannot be assumed that 

these individuals have an understanding of ontology construction or any experience in the use of 

ontology languages. They require a direct and intuitive way to populate an information security 

ontology with their knowledge of security issues and human-behavioural factors (and the associated 

relationships). 

Here we present a graphical ontology editing tool that removes the need for knowledge 

owners to understand ontology construction and ontology languages. The tool utilises functionality 

available in the Microsoft Visio drawing control to allow users to construct a diagrammatic 

representation of ontology content. This allows the user to populate the ontology with information 

regarding security issues and human-behavioural factors, and demonstrate the relationships that exist 

between them. This is achieved by way of a predefined set of Visio shapes, such as boxes and arrows 

(which represent information and information relationships respectively). By restricting how 

information is graphically represented, and applying rules as to how information can be related, we  

minimise the occurrence of user error.  



An ontology file, written in the W3C Web Ontology Language OWL [3], can be constructed

based upon diagrammatic content for further processing elsewhere.

The graphical ontology editing tool allows CISOs and HFRs to create ontology content

directly, while the process of ontology construction itself is hidden. This approach facilitates the

capture of specialised expert knowledge regarding information security and human factors concerns

within an ontology, without requiring knowledge owners to understand ontology technologies.

This work utilises the information security and human factors ontology developed by Parkin,

van Moorsel and Coles [23]. The ontology provides a means to relate information security management

concerns with knowledge of human factors in security. The editor tool described here acts as a

convenient method for capturing knowledge and encoding it within an instance of the ontology.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 discusses briefly the need for such an

ontology and its current construction. Section 3 discusses related work in relation to current ontology

tools and construction. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the proposed editor and its various

components. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

[2] Background

2.1 Need for an information security ontology

Currently, information security policy management decisions are made based on external

security standards and a CISO’s previous experiences. Information security management is not simply

a case of configuring security technologies. Policy decisions may affect or be influenced by the

behaviour of individuals within the organisation. To make policy decision-making more effective,

organisations (and more so CISOs) must have an awareness of the human-behavioural factors inherent

in these decisions.

There are potentially large amounts of diverse knowledge relating to IT security issues and

human-behavioural factors, available from a wide array of sources and represented using a variety of

terms and concepts. This can for instance include a CISO’s firsthand management experience,

formalised organisation knowledge or business intelligence, or experimental research findings.

There is a need to organise and standardise this information in the form of a knowledge base

or ontology. This ‘foundation’ ontology will allow clear and effective communication within the 

security community and inform (and thereby improve) an organisation’s security policy decision-

making process. A security ontology should define the most important security issues and concepts

(assets, vulnerabilities, threats, etc) and the relationships between them. It should also crucially provide

a standard model of human-behavioural factors and how they relate to the concepts within an

organisation’s security policies. For these purposes we use the ontology developed by Parkin, van

Moorsel and Coles [23].

Figure 1 Overview of the information security and human factors ontology



The concepts represented in the ontology are shown in Figure 1. Each individual concept has a 

relationship with one or more other concepts. The objects Chapter, Section, Guideline and Guideline 

Step represent content from the ISO27002 standard [25]. An individual Guideline can be associated 

with a particular information Asset by way of the ‘hasSubject’ relationship. Otherwise if a Guideline 

has been broken down into more refined Guideline Steps it will be these that are linked to an Asset. We 

represent those information Assets identified in a Guideline or Guideline Step that either must be 

secured or which are crucial to an information security management process. In our ontology an Asset 

can be ‘ownedBy’ someone that has an identified Role, who is then responsible for its maintenance. 

The ontology also represents the security and usability weaknesses of an Asset that may 

promote or inhibit certain employee behaviours. It is with the Vulnerability concept that we introduce 

these human-behavioural factors into the ontology. 

A Vulnerability may be ‘exploitedBy’ a Threat (e.g., if “memorisation of password is 

difficult” it may follow that “password is forgotten”), which renders the Asset unusable or insecure. 

Note that when a Vulnerability is ’exploited’, this may be intentional or accidental. 

A Threat may be either an Infrastructure Threat or a Procedural Threat. The former represent 

activities that directly affect security mechanisms, whereas the latter represent security events that 

impact upon an individual and their behaviour. A Threat may also affect productivity, for instance if an 

employee forgets a password and is unable to access a system until it is changed. For each Procedural 

Threat we record the Behavioural Foundation, as a means to classify behaviours and indicate the 

concerns that they raise within an organisation (e.g., a person’s memory capabilities or attitude towards 

security).

A Vulnerability may be ‘mitigatedBy’ a Behaviour Control. A Behaviour Control represents a 

procedural activity that can be enacted by a CISO to manage the interactions between humans and 

organisational security controls.  

Each Behaviour Control has a Control Type which indicates the associated risk management 

approach, such that a Behaviour Control ‘managesRiskOf’ a specific Threat. 

2.2 Stakeholders

We assume a scenario where Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) need formalised 

knowledge of human factors in information security to make more informed information security 

policy decisions. It is then necessary to obtain this knowledge and record it within an ontology.  

CISOs are the main decision makers on information security policy within an organisation. 

They would use the content of a security ontology to inform those decisions. They may also propose 

additional content for inclusion in the base ontology with regard to how IT security issues are 

represented. It is assumed CISOs have knowledge of IT security issues and some personal management 

experience of human behavioural factors, but no knowledge of ontology construction.  

Human Factors Researchers (HFRs), in the context of this paper, investigate human-

behavioural factors in an IT security environment. They may, directly or indirectly, also examine how 

an organisation’s IT policies affect employee behaviour. An HFR would analyse the content of the 

security ontology for research purposes, and potentially submit refined or additional content concerning 

human-behavioural factors. This content is then used by a CISO while making policy decisions. It is 

assumed that HFRs have knowledge of human-behavioural factors in information security, and a 

limited knowledge of security management issues, but no knowledge of ontology construction.  

Ontology experts (IT technicians and ontology researchers) would assist CISOs and HFRs by 

constructing, modifying and maintaining the security ontology. They take the content given by a 

CISO/HFR (i.e. knowledge or procedural details) and enter it into the ontology. The content ontology 

may then be formatted for presentation during the information security management process, or used 

by ontology experts in further (manual or automated) processing. An IT technician can also make 

changes to the ontology structure on the instruction of a CISO or HFR. It is assumed an IT technician 

has knowledge of ontology construction and tools but little knowledge of IT security issues and/or 

human-behavioural factors. As such they are able to maintain the ontology but do not have the capacity 

to reliably populate it.  

For these reasons CISOs, HFRs and ontology experts must be provided with a shared tool that 

facilitates the capture and re-use of information security knowledge.  

2.3 Current ontology development 

Currently the construction and/or modification of a security ontology involves the use of an 

ontology creation tool. They may come in the form of graphical tools where the user creates an 



ontology diagram using available shapes and connectors. Alternatively there are textual editors, where 

content is entered manually and arranged in a hierarchal structure. Both types of editor allow the given 

content to be converted to a file written in an ontology language.  

Although different in form, both these types of editor require the same information from the 

user. Assuming the ontology content has been gathered, the user must define its overall structure in the 

tool being used. Concept types (ontology classes) and relationship types (ontology properties), 

including any range or domain restrictions must be created by the user before the content itself can be 

inputted. As the content is entered, each concept (ontology individuals) must be individually defined 

including its content, class type, properties and relationship to other concepts.  

Due to its complex nature this process assumes familiarity with ontology technologies. As 

such a CISO or HFR may be unable to develop ontology content themselves, and would require either 

the assistance of an ontology expert or a dedicated ontology editing tool that hides ontology complexity.  

2.4 Current issues 

Currently, to create and/or modify a security ontology, knowledge is required of ontology 

creation, including the use of ontology creation tools, ontology language and the ontology content 

itself. Most CISOs/HFRs do not have the expertise to create an ontology directly using existing tools as 

such tools are complex and aimed at ontology experts (IT technicians), not those who hold the 

knowledge to populate those ontologies. 

Due to the lack of expertise in ontology creation a CISO/HFR may either convey their 

knowledge to an ontology expert, or interact with an ontology expert directly within a shared ontology 

editing scenario. The IT technician will proceed to enter the content into an ontology creation tool. 

However, manual entry can be error prone especially if the IT technician does not fully understand the 

nuances of the content and its structure as they enter it into the ontology.  

We assume that the IT technician is familiar with the structure of the ontology, and that the 

ontology structure is adequately defined before entry of knowledge data. The process can however still 

prove time-consuming as there is a need to ensure the availability of the IT technician, CISO and HFR. 

There is also a need to ensure that each individual concept is unambiguously defined within the 

constructs of the chosen ontology editor. This may slow the knowledge-capturing process. 

2.5 Solution

One solution is the creation of an intuitive security ontology editing tool that captures 

knowledge of CISOs/HFRs firsthand while removing the need to understand ontology construction 

techniques. The collaborative tool will allow these experts to construct and/or modify, share and 

analyse a security ontology at an abstract level without the need to familiarise themselves with 

ontology technologies. 

 The main requirements of such a tool have been identified as follows: 

! A simple, intuitive graphical tool to create and/or modify a security ontology in 

diagrammatical form. The tool will combine the unstructured knowledge of domain experts 

with formalised ontology structure while abstracting away details of ontology content creation 

and maintenance. 

! The graphical user interface must not obscure the knowledge that is represented. This may 

require the tool to include only the bare minimum of ontology editing controls, and to present 

the ontology to the user in a diagrammatical form. An approach such as providing “drag and 

drop” functionality using a pre-defined set of shapes to represent information and construct 

ontology diagrams may prove useful in this case. A diagrammatic, formalised representation 

of an ontology could then be translated to an ontology file automatically and without the need 

for user participation. 

! The ‘hidden’ ontology structure should be pre-defined, meaning that no initial configuration is 

required before knowledge capture can begin. A domain expert would then only need to 

concern themselves with adding new information and connecting it to other concepts. 

! Ideally an interactive help system will be in place to aid the user through all aspects of 

ontology development. Other forms of assistance, such as “tool tips”, could be provided to 



explain features of the tool as they are being actively used. Dialog boxes and the like may also 

be used to restrict what the user can do, and thereby minimise the potential for errors. 

! There must be mechanisms to minimise errors occurring in the knowledge capture process. 

This may include restrictions on data properties, and active error notifications during 

knowledge entry.  

[3] Related Work 

A large amount of work has been carried out in the field of security ontologies and with the 

rising interest in the Semantic Web this work is supplemented with a vast array of ontology creation 

tools. 

The capture of security knowledge in an ontology has been shown to be viable through a 

number of studies. The work of Fenz et al [11] incorporates the ISO27001 guideline [21] with a 

security ontology that considers the physical aspects of IT security management. Also proposed here is 

the Ontoworks framework to access, visualise and reason about the content of the ontology. The main 

purpose of their work is to allow organisations to audit security polices and assess whether they adhere 

to the ISO27001 guidelines. 

 Work by Ekelhart et al [10] incorporates domain knowledge, organisation assets and the 

German IT Grundschutz Manual guidelines [22] into a security ontology. The purpose of this work is 

to allow organisations to determine the set of controls they need to put in place to obtain certification 

for specific IT security management standards. 

For the successful development of a security ontology, the use of collaborative tools is 

required. Collaborative tools allow the successful capture and integration of ontology content from a 

wide variety of sources which is too much for one single person to process. A number of tools are 

already available, for example Web-Protégé [5] which allows simultaneous and shared editing of the 

same ontology file by different users. Ontologies themselves are listed in the tool’s interface and are 

available for users to view and edit. Web-Protégé offers form-based content entry, with ontology 

content presented in textual format. Ontology content is organised into class, property and individual 

hierarchies, in a manner whose level of complexity is appropriate for an ontology expert. 

Another Web-based tool, Knoodl [12], invites users to join ontology editing communities. 

Members join a community to share knowledge on a particular subject and develop an ontology based 

on that knowledge. Membership to one of these closed communities can be suitably managed and 

controlled. Ontology details are presented within “Wiki”-style pages, where each page contains a 

particular resource’s content in textual form with information pertaining to the underlying ontology 

structure. This approach then enables both ontology and domain experts to contribute. Knoodl allows 

those individuals lacking ontology development skills to capture their domain-specific knowledge, but 

is nonetheless reliant on ontology experts to contribute to the underlying formal structure for that 

knowledge.  

Although the integration of widespread knowledge is simplified with the above mentioned 

tools, an understanding of ontology construction and language is still required. OntoWiki [20] is a 

collaborative Web application for the development of ontologies that serves to acquire the knowledge 

of users while in effect hiding the actual ontology development.  This application is similar to existing 

Wiki systems and regards ontologies as information maps, built from nodes which represent concepts 

in a visual and intuitive way. All content supplied by registered users can be commented on, rated, and 

its popularity and provenance viewed. 

COE (Collaborative Ontology Environment) [15][19][24] is a further collaborative tool that 

attempts to abstract away the ontology development by building on the rapid construction capabilities 

of CmapTools [16] and its concept mapping system to represent domain knowledge. Concept maps 

however are meant for communication to humans and not machine readable. This application translates 

concept maps to the machine readable OWL language. COE combines an OWL ontology viewing and 

editing environment which displays ontologies as concept maps. Related concepts may also be located 

in any Web based ontologies and incorporated into the ontology being developed allowing knowledge 

from wide spread sources to be captured 

Even though OntoWiki and COE are aimed more at domain experts rather than ontology 

creators they still remain relatively complex, require a certain amount of initial training; and are 

generic in nature and not designed specifically for security ontology creation unlike our proposed tool.  

Visualisation of an ontology during its construction or modification is of great advantage to 

the user and eases these processes immensely. There are a number of visual ontology creation tools 



using OWL as a base language e.g. GrOWL [4], OWL-S Editor [8] and SemanticWorks [9] all of

which illustrate the ontology in a UML format. SemTalk 2 [7] uses Microsoft Visio’s functionality to

create and modify ontologies graphically, again in a UML format, translating ontologies automatically

to an OWL ontology file. SemTalk 2 still remains complex and is again aimed at the ontology creator,

not the domain expert and is designed for ontology creation covering any domain.

The development of our tool has been based on looking at the positive and relevant features

from currently available applications. The result is an ontology editing tool designed specifically for

security domain experts, allowing them to capture their knowledge collaboratively in an easy and 

intuitive way while removing the need to know of ontology construction techniques.

[4] Implementation

4.1 Overview of ontology editor components

Figure 2 Overview of ontology editor’s components

In Figure 2 the ontology editor’s main components can be seen as follows:

! Ontology Editor: this is the user’s interface to the ontology editor through which ontology

content is entered. A graphical representation of an ontology may be created and the

corresponding ontology file. Diagrams are built up from a set of predefined shapes supplied

within the editor interface. Ontology diagrams may be saved and existing diagrams loaded

into the editor for analysis and/or modification.

! Ontology File: a textual representation of an ontology written in the Web Ontology Language

(OWL) [3]. An ontology file may be created from within the editor once an appropriate

ontology diagram has been constructed. The creation of the ontology file takes place via the 

Java Translation Program.

! Java Translation Program: a program which parses an ontology diagram and obtains data on

the shapes and their connections contained in that diagram. This data is processed resulting in

the creation of a corresponding ontology file. The translation program is activated from the

ontology editor interface once an appropriate ontology diagram has been constructed.

! Ontology Diagram Store: this may be located on the user’s own machine or held as a 

centralised organisation database. Ontology diagrams may be saved from the ontology editor

to the store for future use or ontology diagrams may be loaded from the store into the editor

for analysis and/or modification.



! Ontology File Store: this may be located on the user’s machine or held as a centralised

organisation database. Ontology files are saved to this location once created by the Java

Translation Program. Ontology files may be retrieved from this location and their content

analysed using an appropriate application. 

4.2 Components

4.2.1 Ontology Editor

The ontology editor offers the user a simple graphical interface where they can enter and

capture their knowledge in a graphical form. This is in effect a graphical representation of the ontology

(an ontology diagram).

All aspects of the security ontology are pre-defined, and with the integrated help system,

diagram construction is simplified and intuitive.

Figure 3 Screenshot of editor’s user interface

Figure 3 shows the user interface. To the right of the interface are the available controls

(new/open/save diagram, create OWL file, etc). To translate the current diagram in the editor to the

corresponding ontology (OWL) file, the user is only required to input a location to which to save the

resulting file, thereby abstracting away any requirement to know about ontology construction.

The main window of the editor interface is where the diagram construction takes place,

utilising the Microsoft Visio 2007’s drawing control [2]. Microsoft Visio 2007 [1] is a graphical tool

for creating a wide variety of diagrams to visualise, explore and communicate complex information. It 

is appropriate to utilise the functionality of Visio as our tool is intended for use in large organisations

that are assumed to already make extensive use of Microsoft Office software (and as such already have

access to Visio installations). 

The Visio drawing control allows the full functionality of the Microsoft Visio 2007 drawing

surface to be embedded seamlessly into any standalone application written in the Visual Basic 6.0

programming language [13]. The drawing control itself holds a template which consists of all shape

data (stencil) and drawing page settings. On start-up or beginning a new diagram, a master template is 

loaded into the control offering a blank page. Subsequently, when a diagram is saved the resulting file

includes all data from the master template which becomes available when the diagram is reloaded.

On the left of the drawing control is a list of pre-defined shapes available for constructing

diagrams. This collection of master shapes is a ‘stencil’ which is stored as part of the master template.

Each ‘master’ shape in the stencil contains individual data (name, colour, size, etc) and can be re-used

by dragging and dropping onto the drawing page. The stencil shapes are pre-defined for the user and

consist of boxes (concepts) and arrows (relationships).

Other pre-defined elements include the drawing page settings which are stored as part of the

master template. These settings dictate not only the page size and orientation but how the shapes

behave on the drawing page with regard to lining up and/or connecting to each other (snap and glue).

Connecting two boxes with an arrow is straightforward through the use of the Visio auto connect



feature which allows a box to be dragged around in the drawing page while still connected to any

adjoining boxes. Use of this functionality means that the user does not need to manage how

diagrammatic content is arranged within the editor, and is free to concentrate on the development of the

content itself. 

A number of mechanisms are used to restrict the potential for errors in the ontology

population process. When a new box (concept) is added the user is forced to enter that concept’s

content before they can proceed. Also, when joining boxes, range and domain restrictions are in place

on the connecting arrows so only certain boxes can be associated with each other with certain arrows.

This removes the possibility of incorrect connections being made. One further error handling feature of

the editor is the detection of any unconnected shapes (isolated boxes, unconnected arrows, etc), which

if found to be the case halts creation of the ontology file until the user has resolved any such errors. 

An integrated help system is in place to aid the user in diagram construction. When a new box

(concept) is added to the diagram a dialog box opens explaining the box’s type, how it is used and how

it may be connected to other boxes in the diagram. An example is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 Dialog box for adding new concept

Dialog boxes also aid the user through the creation of an ontology file, explaining the input

required, e.g. the location to which to save a file. “Tool tips” are in place for all shapes added into a

diagram, the master shapes contained in the stencil and for the user controls. These provide active 

assistance in explaining the function of the various elements of the editor whenever the user floats the

mouse cursor over them. A full help page explaining the editor and its use is also available through the

user controls. 

4.2.2 Ontology Diagrams

An Ontology Diagram is a graphical representation of an ontology constructed in the editor

from a set of pre-defined shapes. Ontology classes are represented as boxes, each class having its own 

assigned colour (so as to help the user distinguish between different classes). Each box represents

individual ontology concepts and records the content for that concept in textual form. Ontology

properties are represented as arrows, each property having its own assigned colour (again to help

differentiate between ontology constructs). Each arrow represents a relationship between individual

elements from different concept families.

When beginning a new diagram, the generic ontology template is loaded into the editor’s

drawing control window. The template can be thought of as a blank page which contains the ontology



stencil and page settings. Once a diagram is saved as a Visio XML drawing (.vdx), template data is also

saved within the resulting diagram file, allowing that file to be re-opened at a later date. Both drawing

and template data is used to construct the corresponding ontology file.

When a user wishes to create an ontology file from the diagram currently loaded in the editor,

that diagram is saved automatically into a temporary folder ready for further processing. Any files held

in the temporary folder are automatically removed when the editor is closed down.

4.2.3 Ontology File

An Ontology File is a textual representation of an Ontology Diagram and is obtained by

translating the content of editor diagrams into the web ontology language OWL [3] format. The content

of OWL files has the potential to be processed automatically by software programs, thereby providing

scope for expert knowledge to be used in various ways.

Once created, all ontology files are stored in a user designated file store. 

4.2.4 Java Translation Program

The Java Translation Program’s purpose is to process a given Ontology Diagram and produce

the corresponding Ontology File, in effect translating the representation of the ontology content from a

graphical form to a machine-readable OWL format. As this translation is done automatically it removes

the need for the user to have any knowledge of ontology construction and the syntax and semantics that

is involved in that construction. The translation program also removes the need for a user to manually

enter ontology structural information, ontology content and the relationships between that content into

a standard ontology editor, e.g. Protégé [6], which can be a lengthy, complicated and error-prone

process.

The Java Translator Program is written in the Java SE v1.5 programming language [14] and is 

deployed as an executable Java archive on a user’s machine.

The translator program requires the following input parameters for operation:

! The filename and location of the Ontology Diagram to be processed.

! The user must specify a URI (Uniform Resource Indicator) which identifies the ontology.

This is normally in the form of a web address and can be thought of as the ontology’s

name.

Figure 5 Overview of Java translation program’s components



An overview of the translation process is provided in Figure 5. This process is twofold. First

an ontology diagram file must be processed and the relevant data obtained. Secondly, that data must be 

transformed into the OWL format before being compiled into an ontology file.

Having been saved in XML format the Ontology Diagram file is passed to the translation

program where it is parsed for validation and the creation of an internal representation for use in

subsequent processing. The creation of a Java parser is performed using the Java libraries from the

Xerces API [18].

Each shape in the ontology diagram, both boxes and arrows, are given a unique name which

allows that shape to be uniquely identified during the translation process. For each shape in the

ontology diagram the following data is retrieved:

! The shape’s type: each shape is an instance of a master shape held in the ontology diagram

stencil. The shape’s type is equivalent to the master shape’s name.

! The shape’s text: if the shape is a box, the text entered by the user inside that box.

! The shape’s connections: if the shape is an arrow, the two boxes it connects.

Once this data has been retrieved and stored in memory the second phase of the translation

process commences, namely the creation of the ontology file. To create the file, libraries from the 

OWL Java API [17] are used for parsing and writing of OWL ontology files within a Java program.

The following aspects of the ontology file structure are predefined in the translation program

and written directly to the ontology file: 

! Ontology classes: these mirror the boxes in the ontology diagram stencil. 

! Ontology data/object properties: these mirror the arrows in the ontology diagram stencil. 

Axioms are added to ontology classes to arrange them into a hierarchal structure within the

ontology, and to properties to specify range and domain restrictions. By predefining selected aspects of 

the ontology file structure the user is not required to understand and enter this information.

<Vulnerability
rdf:about="#SinglePasswordMemorisationDifficult">
    <mitigatedBy rdf:resource="#MakePasswordEasierToRemember"/> 
    <exploitedBy rdf:resource="#SinglePasswordForgotten"/> 
</Vulnerability>

Figure 6 Section of ontology diagram and corresponding OWL code

The data obtained by the translation program from the ontology diagram is used to create

instances of the ontology file classes. An example of the OWL code generated to represent an instance,

or individual can be seen in Figure 6. The data is translated as follows and written to the ontology file:

! The shapes type (master shape’s name) becomes the individual’s type, or owning class. This

can be seen in Figure 6 as the parent element’s name, e.g. ‘Vulnerability’.

! The shape’s text is set as the value of the parent element’s ‘rdf:about’ tag, e.g.

‘SinglePasswordMemorisationDifficult’.

An individual’s properties are determined by finding any arrows from the ontology diagram

data that have that individual as its starting point. A child element is added to the individual for each

property, e.g. ‘exploited by’. The individual at the finishing point of the arrow becomes the value of the

child element’s ‘rdf:resource’ tag, e.g. ‘SinglePasswordForgotten’.



[5] Summary

There is great need for the vast array of information security knowledge to be collated in the 

form of an ontology and enable organisations to make more well informed security policy decisions. 

Current ontology development is carried out through the use of generic editing tools which for 

the most part are aimed at ontology experts and not those who hold the knowledge that requires capture. 

This paper shows that there is a need for a collaborative editing tool designed solely for information 

security and human factors experts to capture their interrelated knowledge in the form of an ontology. 

 Such a tool has been proposed and developed which delivers machine readable OWL ontology 

files based upon content recorded within the structure of an information security and human factors 

ontology.  

 Ontology development is carried out in the tool by constructing a diagram of the ontology’s 

concepts and relationships and translating this diagram automatically to an OWL ontology file. 

Diagram construction is intuitive with a simple drag and drop approach using a small set of pre-defined 

shapes representing high level ontology concepts and relationships.  

 Our tool simplifies the development process, requires little or no instruction to use due to its 

interactive help system and reduces the potential for errors in ontology creation. Most importantly 

knowledge holders can develop ontology content without the need to know of ontology construction.  

Once deployed our tool will allow domain experts to develop and extend the ‘base’ ontology 

and organisations to tailor it to their own security and knowledge capture requirements. 

Future work hopes to see the development of a community Web based version of the editing 

tool to ease the collaboration process. 
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